
  Abstract 

 Mbthotha in the books of grammarians, where no Evrdoa each and every one of them a 

separate topic, have suffered both subjects of confusion and disagreement as to the level of 

the te  

Strike and being aware  In Nahij Albalagha  

    

   WordPress Theme strike and being aware rm or at the level of the concept, as it was 

grammarians confuse initially greatly between the two, particularly in the term as we find that 

when Sibawayh and Alambrd. 

    Then settled both terms It became the meaning of the strike is to refrain from topic to topic 

other with Champions rule first topic, and this is the meaning of the strike Alabtali, either 

strike the interim, what this means moving from topic to topic with no champions of the rule 

of the first, and can be of performing strike items such as (بل) and (بلى) and (أو), (أم) supplies, 

and is the first tool in the Tools are original strike and other women Mahmolat them, 

   The notice in Nahj Transitional stated that the strike by the biggest strike Alabtali, and that 

the latter directs the Imam Ali in which the speech to his enemies, while the second type 

discourse addressed to the owners and his followers. 

But being aware is defined as raising the suspicion generated by speech previously lifted 

similar exception, and Correction in Nahj tools three are ( ّلكن) and ( ّلكن) the exception of UPS, 

has connotations of three is the significance Anakbih and significance of antibody and 

significance of contention, and more semantic presence in approach is significant Anakbih. 

In general, we find that the style being aware record attendance exceeded the strike In 

general, we find that the style being aware record attendance exceeded the strike. 

    The Search found that there are provisions where there is a strike, but without tools, and 

is found in other texts Correction, but not where there are his tools of knowledge when 

grammarians was called Type I strike contextual and named the other being aware 

contextual, and this issue has been overlooked grammarians completely because they rely 

tools only, either Albulagjun top it was approaching them with signals from the subject, and 

within the research and pay attention heterogeneities and adversity, However, the many 

differences between the top Albulageyen in defining the term in the determination of his 

concept missed their idea that while it was possible to accommodate her and settle down for 

a strike and contextual Correction contextual Ikunan along strike and being aware Aladoati 

Aladoati 

In conclusion came this message in three chapters devoted the first chapter to the study of 

the strike Aladoati, and was the second chapter dedicated to the Correction tools, while the 

third chapter was held to study the strike and being aware Alsyakyian, and already the first 

chapter pave ensure endoscopy grammar of the two methods under study, and discussion 

opinions Alnhoyen them and show what pious Search, and the ensuing chapters Conclusion 

inline most important findings of the study. 
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